DIVISION MEMORANDUM
No. 11/2020

MODULE PRINTING IN TLE-TVL

To: Assistant Schools Division Superintendent
CID Chief
Education Program Supervisors
Public Secondary School Heads
TLE-TVL Teachers
All others Concerned

1. In connection with the printing of TLE-TVL modules, considering the different qualifications/subjects offered in every grade level and in every school, printing of these materials may not be cost efficient if conducted in the Division Office, hence, printing of TLE-TVL modules in the school level is highly encouraged.

2. Only the Self Learning Materials coming from the Regional Office shall be printed because they have been validated. For qualifications/subjects not yet included in the downloaded SLMs from ROV, the teachers may prepare activity sheets or worksheets.

3. Expenses incurred in this activity shall be charged against local funds/MOOE subject to the usual accounting and auditing rules and regulations.

4. For information, guidance and compliance of all concerned.

[Signature]
JOSE L. DONCILLO, CESO V
Schools Division Superintendent
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